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Abstract

These studies investigated autoregulation of glucocorticoid receptor (GR) protein expression and activation in rat brain using western
blot methodology. By comparing GR immunoblot reactivity present in various tissue subcellular preparations we were able to discriminate
between corticosterone-induced changes in GR activation or GR protein expression. Our cytosolic tissue preparation yielded a similar
pattern of treatment effects on relative GR as measured by receptor binding assay or western blot. In both cases, short-term adrenalectomy
(18 h) produced no change in cytosolic GR. On the other hand, long-term adrenalectomy (3–14 days) resulted in a large increase in
cytosolic GR, whereas acute (1–2 h) treatment with high dose corticosterone produced a large decrease in cytosolic GR. Western blot
measurement of GR levels in a nuclear extract or whole-cell extract from the same brains indicated that acute corticosterone treatment
produced a large increase in nuclear GR and no change in whole-cell GR. Thus, all of the decrease in cytosolic GR observed after acute
corticosterone treatment could be accounted for by receptor redistribution to the nuclear tissue fraction as opposed to rapid receptor
protein downregulation. Long-term treatment of rats with adrenalectomy or high dose corticosterone produced a large increase and
decrease, respectively, in whole-cell GR, indicating genuine changes in receptor protein expression. These studies indicate that in vivo
regulation of GR protein expression in the rat brain can be studied using western blot analysis of a whole-cell tissue preparation. This
procedure has an important advantage over receptor binding studies in that GR protein expression can be measured in adrenal-intact rats.
These studies also support the validity of using cytosolic receptor binding assays to estimate relative changes in GR occupation /activation
when appropriate comparison groups are included.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction widely in their responsiveness to corticosterone as a result
of differential expression of MR and/or GR.

Since corticosterone is a systemic lipid soluble hormone, MR and GR have a number of interesting properties that
much of its selectivity and specificity of action in vivo is stem from the fact that these receptors function as hormone
determined at the receptor expression level. Two closely activated transcription factors. For instance, these receptors
related intracellular receptors for corticosterone have been are intracellular, they appear to have a differential intracel-
characterized, the mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) and the lular distribution depending on activation state, and in
glucocorticoid receptor (GR) [1,19]. These two receptors many tissues /cell types they are autologously regulated in
share nearly identical DNA binding domains, and similar a negative manner [15,16,33]. These properties must also
hormone binding domains, but nevertheless differ in their be taken into consideration when measuring the expression
affinity for corticosterone and in the cellular effects that and function of MR and GR.
they transduce [21]. Consequently, target tissues can vary Characterization of the regulation and function of in-

tracellular corticosterone receptors has been largely based
on in vitro studies examining GR present in various cell*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-303-492-0854; fax: 11-303-492-
lines. However, there is much interest in understanding GR2967.
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and expression level in the brain are believed to be have the same limitations of the receptor binding assay. We
important for: (1) adaptation and maladaptation to chronic have used antibodies for GR and have combined their use
stress [10,23,44]; (2) life-long neuroendocrine and neural with the semi-quantitative method of western blotting.
developmental consequences of various neonatal ex- Both GR-reactive antibodies used in these studies (BuGR2
periences [27]; (3) neuroendocrine dysregulation and and GR57) have previously been characterized to recog-
subsequent neurodegeneration associated with aging [44]; nize the activated and unactivated form of GR, as well as
(4) self-administration and sensitization to drugs of abuse the denatured form of GR present on immunoblots [8,45].
[35,37]; and (5) neuropathology associated with various With the western blot procedure GR protein levels can be
psychological disorders, such as depression and post- measured in both the cytosolic and nuclear tissue fraction.
traumatic stress disorder [20,22,49]. In addition, total cellular GR protein level can be measured

Most of the studies to date examining the impact of with a whole-cell extraction procedure. Thus, we describe
certain in vivo manipulations and conditions on GR protein in this paper studies evaluating the acute and chronic
levels have relied on receptor binding studies. More effects of in vivo changes in glucocorticoid levels on
recently a number of studies have utilized in situ hybridi- cytosolic, nuclear and whole-cell GR measures in brain
zation to assess GR RNA expression levels, however, a tissue as measured by western blot. For the cytosolic tissue
disparity between relative GR protein levels and steady fraction, GR levels were also measured by radioligand
state mRNA levels has frequently been noted [6,36,39]. A receptor binding assay. Thus, we were able to directly
limitation of receptor binding studies for GR is that the compare the relative effects of in vivo corticosterone
presence of endogenous or exogenous glucocorticoids in manipulations on cytosolic GR as detected by western blot
the animal at the time of death interferes with the amount or receptor binding assay.
of GR that is measured ex-vivo in a radioligand binding
assay [38]. As a working model of GR function has
emerged from in vitro studies, this interference has become 2. Materials and methods
understood as resulting from the activation and nuclear
translocation of the receptor upon binding steroid. Indeed, 2.1. Animals
acute treatment of animals with radiolabelled corticos-
terone results in extensive retention of radioactivity in the All studies used adult male Sprague–Dawley rats ob-
nuclear tissue fraction, similar to that seen with estrogen tained from commercial suppliers. Animals were housed
[25]. Thus, when performing a receptor binding assay on a 2–3 per cage in a temperature-controlled animal facility
soluble tissue fraction (cytosol), the majority of receptors maintained on a 12 h light:dark cycle with lights on at
present in the cytosol may be those that were unoccupied 0700 h. Animals were given food and drinking water ad
and unactivated by ligand prior to tissue processing. libitum. All animal procedures were approved by the
However, unlike the situation with estrogen receptors [41], Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
even if receptor binding assays are performed on an extract
of the nuclear tissue fraction no significant binding of 2.2. Adrenalectomy
radioligand is typically observed [17,47]. Apparently the
activated form of GR is unable to re-bind steroid under Some rats were adrenalectomized in order to remove all
standard receptor binding assay conditions [7]. This result detectable endogenous corticosterone. Rats were anesthe-
is consistent with recent GR model developments sug- tized with i.p. injection of a mixture of ketamine (50
gesting that the activated receptor has to re-associate with mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg). Adrenals were removed
certain chaperone proteins, such as Hsp90 and Hsp70, in through two dorsal-lateral incisions utilizing aseptic sur-
order to be in a conformation able to re-bind hormone [4]. gical technique. Completeness of adrenalectomy was ver-

Since the activated form of GR cannot be measured with ified by measuring with radioimmunoassay (see below) the
a receptor binding assay, differences in measured (avail- amount of corticosterone present in a blood sample taken
able) GR receptor level may reflect either differences in from the animal at the time of death. All adrenalectomized
receptor protein expression or differences in receptor animals had undetectable plasma corticosterone levels
activation. With careful control of experimental condition, (levels below 0.5 mg/100 ml, when assaying 20 ml of
researchers have capitalized upon this limitation in order to plasma). After adrenalectomy, rats were given 0.9% saline
assess both changes in GR expression and activation as their drinking water solution.
[28,38,47,48]. However, the appropriate experimental con-
ditions for these assessments (e.g. adrenalectomy) are not 2.3. Corticosterone treatment
always feasible. In addition, the validity of the assumptions
underlying these measures (see Discussion) have not been For chronic high-level corticosterone treatment rats were
systematically examined. given subcutaneous corticosterone pellets. Each rat re-

In this paper we explore another approach to studying ceived four homemade pellets containing approximately
GR protein expression and activation in vivo that does not 100 mg of corticosterone per pellet [30]. Rats were
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anesthetized as described above and pellets were placed mixed with scintillation cocktail and the radioactivity was
subcutaneously on the back of the rat. For acute high level measured using a scintillation counter. Protein concen-
corticosterone treatment rats were injected subcutaneously trations for each cytosolic sample were determined using a
with corticosterone dissolved in propylene glycol (see Bradford assay [5]; bovine serum albumin (fraction V;
Results for description of doses used in individual experi- Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was used for the protein standard.
ments). Control rats were injected with an equal volume of The cytosolic protein levels ranged from 0.5 to 1.5 mg/ml.
propylene glycol.

2.7. Tissue preparation for western blotting
2.4. Corticosterone assay

For cytosolic and nuclear extract preparations brain
Trunk blood was collected from animals at the time of tissue from individual animals were homogenized with a

death, and blood was centrifuged and the plasma saved at hand-held 7 ml dounce glass-on-glass tissue grinder
2208C for subsequent analysis. Plasma corticosterone (Wheaton, Millville, NJ) and tissue was homogenized in
levels were measured by radioimmunoassay [46], with use 0.5 ml buffer /100 mg tissue. Western blot homogenization
of corticosterone antiserum (1:1700 dilution; antibody B3- buffer consisted of 50 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.2, 48C)
163; Endocrine Sciences, Calabasas Hills, CA) and containing 6 mM MgCl , 1 mM EDTA, 10% (wt /vol)2

3[1,2,6,7- H]-corticosterone (20 000 cpm; Amersham, Ar- sucrose, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 3 mM
lington Heights, IL). benzamidine, 5 mg/ml leupeptin, 1 mg/ml of pepstatin A,

1 mg/ml antipain, 1 mg/ml aprotinin and 1 mg/ml of
2.5. Tissue collection soybean trypsin inhibitor. Homogenate was then cen-

trifuged for 5 min at low speed (2000 g) in a refrigerated
All animals were killed in the morning under no-stress centrifuge. The resulting supernatant and pellet were

conditions by rapid decapitation. Trunk blood was col- further processed to generate cytosol and nuclear extract,
lected for subsequent corticosterone measurement and respectively. For cytosol preparation supernatant was then
brains were removed and brain regions dissected within 5 centrifuged (105 000 g) at high speed for 30 min in an
min of death. Hypothalamic tissue consisted of a block of ultracentrifuge. The final supernatant was used as the
tissue overlying the mammillary bodies. Cortex was taken cytosolic tissue fraction. For nuclear extract preparation
from dorsal-posterior brain regions surrounding the hip- the pellet from low speed centrifugation of homogenate
pocampus and consisted primarily of parietal cortex. was washed twice by resuspension in 0.5 ml of homogeni-
Dissected brain tissue was then either placed in cold buffer zation buffer followed by additional low speed centrifuga-
(48C) and homogenized within 2 h after collection or tion (5 min, 2000 g). The washed pellet was then re-
rapidly frozen in tissue wells placed directly on dry ice, suspended in 0.25 ml of homogenization buffer containing
and stored at 2708C for subsequent processing. Similar 0.5 M NaCl. The tissue salt suspension was then incubated
results were obtained if the tissue had been frozen first or for 1 h in an ice bath with frequent vortexing. After
was processed unfrozen within hours after collection (data incubation the tissue salt suspension was centrifuged (8000
not shown). g) for 10 min at 48C. The final supernatant was used as the

tissue nuclear extract.
2.6. Glucocorticoid receptor binding assay For whole-cell preparations, brain tissue from individual

animals were either homogenized with a motor driven
Glucocorticoid receptor binding levels in tissue cytosolic pestle or sonicated. Tissue was homogenized in 1.0 ml

preparations were measured using the procedure previously buffer /100 mg tissue. For tissue homogenization with
described [47]. Briefly, individual tissues were homogen- motor driven pestle, western blot homogenization buffer
ized with motor driven pestle in a buffer solution com- (see above) was used with the addition of 0.5% sodium
prised of 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerin, 20 mM dodecyl sulfate (SDS). For sonication, western blot ho-
molybdic acid, and 1 mM dithiothreitol at a pH of 7.4 at mogenization buffer without SDS was used. In both cases
48C. The homogenate was then centrifuged (105 000 g) for the homogenate or sonicate was ultracentrifuged (105 000
30 min in an ultracentrifuge. The supernatant (cytosol) was g) for 30 min and the supernatant was used as whole-cell

3incubated for 18–24 h in the presence of [6,7- H]-dexa- extract. Similar results were obtained if tissue was
methasone (15 nM; New England Nuclear, Boston, homogenized in the presence of 0.5% SDS, 1.0% SDS or
MA)6non-radioactive competitor. GR binding was de- sonicated without SDS (data not shown).
termined from the amount of total radioligand binding that
was displaced by the selective GR ligand RU28362 (0.5 2.8. Western blotting procedure

3
mM; gift from Roussell-Uclaf) [9]. Bound [6,7- H]-dexa-
methasone was separated from unbound steroid by gel Samples were adjusted to a final protein concentration of
filtration using mini Sephadex (LH-20; Amersham Phar- 1.5 mg/ml (DC protein assay, Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).
macia, Piscataway, NJ) columns. The resulting eluate was Supernatants were mixed with Laemmli’s sample buffer
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and boiled for 5 min. Samples (30 mg) were loaded onto corticosterone (15 mg/kg s.c.) 2 h prior to death. Tissue
8% bis-acrylamide gels and separated by SDS poly- cytosol was prepared and western blot for GR immuno-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis. Separated proteins were reactivity performed according to Methods. Both GR-
electrophoretically transferred from gels to PVDF mem- reactive antibodies (BuGR2 and GR57) recognized pre-
branes (Immobilon-P; Millipore, Marlborough, MA). Blots dominantly a protein band at 96.660.8 kD (molecular
were blocked for 30 min in a Tris-buffered saline solution weight approximation derived from linear regression using
with 0.1% Tween-20 (TBST) and 5% Carnation instant coomassie pre-stained molecular weight standards, n59
dried milk. Membranes were incubated (48C) overnight separate immunoblots; Fig. 1). The mobility of this
with either the monoclonal mouse antibody, BuGR2 (0.025 predominant band agrees well with the theoretical molecu-
mg/ml TBST; Affinity BioReagents, Golden, CO), or the lar weight of rat GR-94 kD [31]. Further confirmation that
polyclonal rabbit antibody, GR57 (0.25 mg/ml TBST; the 97 kD band represents GR is provided by the robust
Affinity BioReagents). BuGR2 was raised against purified treatment effects evident as an increase in GR-immuno-
rat liver GR and its epitope has been mapped onto a reactivity after long-term adrenalectomy and decrease in
portion of GR adjacent to the hinge region towards the GR-immunoreactivity after acute corticosterone treatment.
amino-terminus end of the protein [45]. GR57 was raised The GR57 antibody also produced a prominent immuno-
against a 22 amino acid peptide sequence taken from the reactive band at 119.161.1 kD (Fig. 1B). This higher
human GR and located in the regulatory region of GR (aa molecular weight band was not evident with the BuGR2
346–367) [8]. Previous characterization indicates that
BuGR2 and GR57 recognize both the unactivated and
activated form of the undenatured as well as denatured
receptor [8,45]. Immunopositive bands were visualized by
a chemiluminescent method (ECL, Amersham). The opti-
cal density of GR reactive bands visible on light-sensitive
film (ECL film, Amersham) was measured with an image
analysis system (NIH Image software). For each experi-
ment samples were run in duplicate. In cases where there
were more samples than would fit on a single gel,
treatment groups were counterbalanced across gels and all
resulting blots were processed in parallel and exposed to
the same sheet of light-sensitive film. Exposure times were
adjusted so that the darkest bands did not saturate the film.
Background optical density levels were taken for each
image of a blot and were subtracted from the optical
density obtained for each individual immunoreactive band.

2.9. Statistics

Experiments consisting of more than two treatment
groups were analyzed by one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) followed by either Tukey’s or Fisher’s Least
Significant Difference post-hoc test. Experiments with only
two treatment groups were analyzed by between-groups
Student’s t-test. A separate analysis was performed for
each brain region examined. A 0.05 alpha-level was Fig. 1. Western blot images showing specific immunoreactivity of two
chosen a priori. All data in the text and figures is presented different antibodies for cytosolic GR protein isolated from hippocampus.
as the mean6S.E.M. Cytosol samples from individual rats were subjected to SDS–PAGE and

proteins were transferred to PVDF membranes. Migration of molecular
weight markers are indicated on the left of each blot. Samples were taken
from adrenal-intact rats (Intact, n52), long-term (14 day) adrenalectom-

3. Results ized rats (ADX, n52) or long-term adrenalectomized rats treated acutely
(2 h) with corticosterone (ADX1CORT, n52). Blots were visualized by

3.1. Validation of antibody specificity for GR on western treatment with chemiluminescent reagents followed by exposure to light-
sensitive film. (A) Blot probed with the GR-reactive monoclonal antibodyblot of hippocampal cytosol
BuGR2. Cytosol samples yielded a single prominent band at approxi-
mately 97 kDa. (B) Blot probed with the GR-reactive polyclonal antibody

Hippocampi (n52) were dissected from: (1) adrenal- GR57. Cytosol samples yielded two prominent bands, however, only the
intact rats; (2) 14 day adrenalectomized rats; and (3) 14 approximately 97 kDa band showed treatment dependent changes in
day adrenalectomized rats injected with a high dose of amount of immunoreactivity.
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antibody and its immunoreactive intensity did not change
systematically with treatment group. Nevertheless, both the
97 kD and 119 kD bands were not present on parallel blots
probed with GR57 in the presence of antigen (0.25 mg/ml
of immunization peptide; Affinity BioReagents PEP-001;
data not shown). No prominent bands were present on
parallel blots in which isotype control antibody (0.025
mg/ml of combined mouse IgG2a and IgG2b; Sigma) was
substituted for BuGR2 (data not shown).

3.2. Validation of semi-quantification of GR
immunoreactive bands

In order to validate the semi-quantitative relationship
between the amount of antigen and the optical density on
light-sensitive film produced by GR-immunoreactivity, the
concentration of cytosol protein examined by western blot
was systematically varied. In the initial evaluation a wide
range of total protein concentrations was examined (Fig.
2). Pooled hippocampal cytosol (1–95 mg/ lane) from 3
day adrenalectomized rats was examined with western blot
using BuGR2 as primary antibody. The optical densities
corresponding to GR-specific immunoreactive bands were
plotted against protein concentration. The detection limit
for a specific GR-immunoreactive signal was around 10 mg
of total hippocampal cytosolic protein concentration. The
relationship between protein concentration and OD ap-
peared very linear for proteins ranging from 10 to 50 mg,
with some leveling off in ODs between 50 and 95 mg, due
primarily to film saturation (gray levels .220). To ex-
amine in more detail the relationship between sample GR
concentration and measured immunoreactivity, another
protein concentration vs. optical density curve was per-
formed using a narrow range of 7 cytosolic concentrations
in the apparent linear range (15–30 mg/ lane). For this
analysis, cytosol was prepared from thymus tissue, a GR
enriched tissue source [32,39]. Various concentrations of
cytosol were generated by dilution with homogenization
buffer. After cytosol dilution, varying amounts of bovine
serum albumin (Sigma) was added to each diluted fraction
so that the total amount of protein added to each lane was
constant (30 mg). The relationship between total cytosolic
protein added to each lane, and the optical density of the
corresponding GR-immunoreactive band was very linear
when probing the blot with either BuGR2 (r50.989; Fig.
2C), or GR57 (r50.957; data not shown).

Fig. 2. Relationship between sample protein concentration and optical3.3. Effect of in vivo glucocorticoid manipulations on
density corresponding to GR immunoreactivity. (A) A wide range of

cytosolic GR: comparison between western blot analysis protein concentrations (1–95 mg/ lane) from pooled hippocampal cytosol
and cytosolic receptor binding assay were examined by western blot. The plot shows the mean6S.E.M. optical

density on light-sensitive film that corresponds to GR-specific immuno-
reactivity for each sample dilution (n54). (B) Sample of an immunoblotThe first experiment comparing cytosolic GR levels as
used to generate the plot in panel A. (C) A narrow range of proteindetermined by western blot and receptor binding assay
concentrations (15–30 mg/ lane) from pooled thymus cytosol were

examined 3 treatment groups (n54–5): (1) adrenal-intact examined by western blot. The plot shows the mean optical density on
rats; (2) 5 day adrenalectomized rats; and (3) adrenal- light-sensitive film that corresponds to GR-specific immunoreactivity for
intact rats killed 2 h after injection with high dose each sample dilution (n52).
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corticosterone (15 mg/kg s.c.). Hippocampal tissue from changes. Plasma corticosterone levels were undetectable in
each rat was divided in half for GR measurement by adrenalectomized rats, were barely detectable in the ad-
western blot and receptor binding assay (see Methods). renal-intact rats (0.960.4 mg/100 ml), and were sup-
There was an overall significant effect of treatment on GR raphysiological in the corticosterone injected rats
level as determined by both western blotting (F[2,11]5 (339.8625.1 mg/100 ml).
45.7, P,0.001) and receptor binding (F[2,11]5124.2, P, A second experiment was conducted which also com-
0.001). Post-hoc tests indicated that long-term adrenalec- pared cytosolic GR levels as determined by western blot
tomy produced a significant increase in cytosolic GR, as and receptor binding assay. For this second study four
determined by both assay methods (Fig. 3). Acute high treatment group were examined (n55). Three of the
dose corticosterone treatment produced a significant de- treatment groups were identical to the three described in
crease in cytosolic GR, as determined by both assay the previous experiment. The fourth treatment group
methods. There was good agreement between both meth- consisted of short-term (18 h) adrenalectomized rats. In
ods of GR measurement in the proportional treatment addition, this second experiment compared treatment ef-

fects on GR levels in hippocampal, cortical and hypo-
thalamic (western blot only) tissue (Fig. 4). There was an
overall significant effect of treatment on cortical
(F[3,16]58.8, P,0.005) and hypothalamic (F[3,16]55.5,
P,0.01) GR as assessed by the western blotting method.
Due to an error in tissue processing, only 3 hippocampal
samples were analyzed by western blot for each treatment
group, and overall group differences did not reach statisti-
cal significance (F[3,8]52.2, P50.17). For the receptor
binding measure there was also an overall treatment effect
in both tissues examined — cortex (F[3,16]5436.2, P,

0.001 and hippocampus (F[3,16]5123.6, P,0.001). Simi-
lar to the previous experiment, post-hoc analysis indicated
that long-term adrenalectomy produced a significant in-
crease in cytosolic GR levels and acute corticosterone
treatment produced a decrease in cytosolic GR levels.
Short-term adrenalectomy did not produce a significant
change in cytosolic GR levels. The treatment effects were
similar for each brain region examined. As seen in the
previous experiment, the pattern of treatment effects on
cytosolic GR was similar for both assay methods, although
in this experiment the magnitude of treatment effects was
somewhat less as determined by western blot compared to
receptor binding. Plasma corticosterone levels of each
treatment group were very similar to those obtained in the
previous experiment. Thus, plasma corticosterone levels
were undetectable in both groups of adrenalectomized rats,
were low in the adrenal-intact rats (mean6S.E.M.5
2.260.4 mg/100 ml), and were greater than the assay
maximum (.100 mg/100 ml) in each of the corticosterone
injected rats.

3.4. Effect of acute corticosterone treatment on GR
cellular distribution: western blot analysis of cytosol vs.
nuclear extract

The dramatic decrease in cytosolic GR levels produced
by acute corticosterone treatment may reflect either a rapid

Fig. 3. Receptor binding (panel A) vs. western blot (panel B) comparison downregulation of total cellular GR protein expression
of relative GR level (mean6S.E.M.) in hippocampal cytosol from and/or a selective loss of GR from the cytosolic tissue
adrenal-intact rats (Intact, n54), 5 day adrenalectomized rats (5 d ADX,

fraction. To test for these possibilities we used western blotn55), or rats treated for 2 h with high dose corticosterone (2 h CORT,
analysis to examine GR levels in both the cytosolic andn55). The western blot was probed with the GR-reactive antibody

BuGR2. **P,0.005 vs. adrenal-intact group, Tukey’s post-hoc test. nuclear tissue fraction (see Methods) of rats that had been
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Fig. 4. Tissue comparison of receptor binding (panel A) and western blot
(panel B and C) analysis of relative GR level (mean6S.E.M.) in cytosol
from adrenal-intact rats (Intact, n55), 18 h adrenalectomized rats (18 h
ADX, n55), 5 day adrenalectomized rats (5 d ADX, n55), or rats treated
for 2 h with high dose corticosterone (2 h CORT, n55). Only 3

Fig. 5. Effect of acute corticosterone treatment on GR-immunoreactivityhippocampal samples from each treatment group were analyzed by
(mean6S.E.M.) in the cytosolic or nuclear tissue fraction. Tissue waswestern blot. The western blots were probed with the GR-reactive
from 3 day adrenalectomized rats injected 1 h before death with eitherantibody GR57. *P,0.05 vs. adrenal-intact group, Fisher’s least signifi-

† corticosterone (ADX11 h CORT, n54) or vehicle (ADX, n54). Relativecant difference (FLSD) test. P,0.05 vs. 5 day adrenalectomized group,
GR-immunoreactivity on immunoblots (probed with BuGR2 antibody)FLSD test. (C) Sample of a western blot showing GR-immunoreactivity
was examined on samples prepared from either cortex (panel A) orin cortex cytosol used to generate data in panel B.
hippocampus (panel B). *P,0.05 vs. vehicle treated group for the same
tissue fraction, Student’s t-test. (C) Sample of a western blot showing
GR-immunoreactivity in cortex cytosolic or nuclear tissue fraction used to
generate data in panel A.

adrenalectomized for 3 days and then treated with either
vehicle (1 ml /kg propylene glycol) or corticosterone (15
mg/kg s.c.) 1 h before death (n54). Acute corticosterone
treatment produced a large decrease in cytosolic GR 3.5. Effect of acute corticosterone treatment on total
immunoreactivity and a concurrent large increase in nu- cellular GR levels: western blot analysis of whole-cell
clear extract GR immunoreactivity (Fig. 5). A similar extract
result was observed in both cortical and hippocampal
tissue. Although the previous analysis indicates that acute
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corticosterone treatment produced a large redistribution of
GR from the cytosolic to the nuclear tissue fraction, the
analysis does not rule out the possibility that total cellular
GR levels also declined to some extent following acute
corticosterone treatment. To test this possibility, using
cortical and hippocampal tissue from the same animals
described in the previous experiment, we examined GR
protein levels in a whole-cell extract (see Methods).
Regardless of the whole-cell extract method (tissue sonica-
tion or homogenization in the presence of 0.5% SDS) we
observed no difference in GR-immunoreactivity levels of
adrenalectomized rats treated with vehicle or corticos-
terone 1 h before death (Fig. 6).

3.6. Effect of long-term adrenalectomy or long-term
high dose corticosterone treatment on total cellular GR
levels

To demonstrate that changes in total cellular GR protein
expression can be detected with western blot we examined
GR levels in rats that received long-term treatments
expected to produce either GR upregulation or downregu-
lation. Cortical and hippocampal tissue from three groups
of rats were examined (n54): (1) adrenal-intact rats; (2) 5

Fig. 7. Effect of long-term manipulation of corticosterone levels on
GR-immunoreactivity in the cortical and hippocampal whole-cell tissue
fraction. Tissue was from adrenal-intact rats (Intact, n54), 5 day
adrenalectomized rats (5 d ADX, n54), or adrenal-intact rats with 5 days
of high dose corticosterone treatment (5 d CORT, n54). (A) Relative
optical density of GR-immunoreactivity (probed with BuGR2 antibody)
for each treatment group (mean6S.E.M.). *P,0.05 vs. adrenal-intact
group, FLSD test. (B) Sample of a western blot showing GR-immuno-
reactivity in hippocampal whole-cell tissue fraction used to generate data
in panel A.

day adrenalectomized rats; and (3) adrenal-intact15 day
high dose corticosterone (s.c. corticosterone pellets) treated
rats. There was an overall significant treatment effect on
cortical GR (F[2,9]520.4) and hippocampal GR (F[2,9]5
28.2, P,0.001). Post-hoc analysis indicated that long-term
adrenalectomy produced a significant increase in total
cellular GR immunoreactivity, and long-term high dose
corticosterone treatment produced a significant decrease in
total cellular GR immunoreactivity (Fig. 7).

4. Discussion

These studies illustrate that the western blot method can
be used to measure relative levels of GR in rat brain tissue.
We found that if tissue was homogenized under conditions

Fig. 6. Effect of acute corticosterone treatment on GR-immunoreactivity that minimize nuclear disruption (hand-held dounce ho-
in the whole-cell tissue fraction. Tissue was from the same animals as is mogenization), a very similar pattern of corticosteroid
presented in Fig. 5. (A) Relative optical density of GR-immunoreactivity

manipulation treatment effects on cytosolic GR was ob-(probed with BuGR2 antibody) for each treatment group (mean6S.E.M.).
served as detected by either a receptor binding assay or by(B) Sample of a western blot showing GR-immunoreactivity in cortex

whole-cell tissue fraction used to generate data in panel A. western blot. With both procedures we saw a substantial
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increase in GR binding or immunoreactivity after long- strate that 1–2 h of high dose corticosterone treatment was
term adrenalectomy (3–14 days) but not after 18 h of not sufficient to produce a downregulation of GR protein
adrenalectomy when compared to adrenal-intact rats with expression. These results are consistent with western blot
low circulating corticosterone levels at the time of sac- studies of GR in various cell lines which also find that
rifice. In addition, both assay procedures produced a large acute glucocorticoid treatment of cells produces a redistri-
decrease in GR after acute (1–2 h) corticosterone treatment bution of GR from the cytosolic to nuclear tissue fraction
of adrenal-intact or adrenalectomized rats. O’Donnell et al. without producing a change in total cellular GR content
[34], when examining the cytosolic tissue fraction of rat [2,18,29,42]. Apparently the general functional properties
brain, also found that the western blot method provided a of GR that have been characterized in vitro are also
reliable measure of relative differences in cytosolic GR representative of GR function in rat neural tissue.
level. Importantly, we have found that with different tissue The present studies indicate that the decrease in cyto-
preparation methods we can measure not only the relative solic GR binding level after acute corticosterone treatment
amounts of GR present in the cytosol, but also in the can be largely accounted for by the absence of activated
nuclear or whole-cell tissue fraction. Thus, we can dis- GR in the cytosolic tissue fraction. However, we have
criminate between conditions that produce a change in the some indication from these studies that there was a portion
proportion of activated GR from conditions producing a of GR present in the cytosol that was detected by western
change in GR protein expression. This is an important blot but not by receptor binding. For our acute GR
advance since receptor binding assays for GR appear to be activation studies we administered a very high dose of
able to only measure the cytosolic /unactivated fraction of corticosterone which we expected would activate nearly all
receptors. of GR. Consistent with this expectation, very little detect-

able GR was observed (approximately 5% of vehicle-
4.1. Determination of corticosterone-induced GR injected adrenal-intact control levels) in samples from
activation acute corticosterone treated rats as measured by the

receptor binding assay. On the other hand, although this
A number of studies have examined the effects of acute same acute corticosterone treatment produced a substantial

and chronic manipulation of corticosteroid levels in the rat reduction in GR as detected by western blot, there was a
on ex-vivo cytosolic GR levels as measured by a receptor greater level of GR detected (approximately 30–50% of
binding assay [28,38,43,47,48]. The large increase in GR control levels) than with the receptor binding assay. Thus,
binding levels seen in this study after long-term adrenalec- there may be some nuclear contamination of the cytosolic
tomy is typical and is believed to reflect an upregulation of tissue fraction. Whereas contamination of the cytosol with
GR protein expression [24]. On the other hand, the large activated GR would go undetected in the receptor binding
decrease in cytosolic GR binding levels observed after assay, the western blot would be able to detect these
acute elevation of glucocorticoids is believed to reflect activated receptors. O’Donnell et al. [34] observed even a
activation of GR rather than a rapid downregulation of GR greater discrepancy between the acute effect of corticos-
protein expression [7,38]. This conclusion is based on the terone on cytosolic GR as measured by receptor binding or
indirect evidence that the activated form of GR cannot be western blot. However, for those studies the more tissue
measured in a cytosolic receptor binding assay [7]. More- disruptive method of sonication was used to generate a
over, the conclusion is based on the assumption that a soluble tissue fraction. In our studies, we found that
significant proportion of GR does not downregulate within homogenization of tissue in the presence of SDS or
several hours. However, receptor binding studies cannot sonication of tissue produced what we refer to as a whole-
rule out the possibility that acute glucocorticoid treatment cell tissue preparation. With our whole cell preparation we
not only activates GR, but also produces some rapid did not observe an effect of acute corticosterone treatment
downregulation of GR. on GR-immunoreactivity. Apparently, different proportions

Our western blot studies indicate that all of the decrease of activated GR can be present in a cytosolic tissue
in cytosolic GR observed after acute corticosterone treat- preparation depending on the method of tissue disruption.
ment can be accounted for by activation of GR. Examina- By comparing samples from animals with or without acute
tion of specific cellular compartments revealed that while corticosterone treatment one can gain an indication of the
acute corticosterone treatment produced a decrease in extent to which the tissue processing procedure generates a
cytosolic GR there was a concurrent increase in GR levels whole-cell preparation versus a cytosolic preparation that
in a high-salt nuclear extract (nuclear fraction). Although lacks contamination from the nuclear compartment.
this finding confirms that GR had redistributed between the
two measurement compartments, it does not preclude the 4.2. Estimate of GR activation with receptor binding
possibility that some receptor downregulation had occurred assay vs. western blot
in addition to tissue compartment redistribution. However,
results from the whole-cell assay (tissue homogenization in These results suggest that the binding assay may be the
the presence of SDS or tissue sonication) clearly demon- preferred method for estimating acute activation of GR
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since the procedure is not vulnerable to nuclear contamina- sure of relative tissue level of GR protein expression.
tion of the cytosolic tissue fraction. We and others have Thus, using our whole-cell preparation we observed a
used the receptor binding assay to study relative level of decrease in GR-immunoreactivity only after chronic treat-
GR activation in vivo under various hormonal conditions ment of rats with high levels of corticosterone. This
[12,38,40,47,48]. For estimates of receptor activation we decrease in GR-immunoreactivity represents an overall
have measured the amount of cytosolic GR binding present cellular downregulation of GR protein expression. Previ-
in adrenal-intact rats (available GR) and compared that to ous studies of in vivo regulation of GR protein levels have
GR binding levels in overnight adrenalectomized rats (total had to rely on receptor binding assays. For those studies,
GR). These estimates, however, are dependent on the all endogenous or exogenous glucocorticoid had to first be
assumptions that: (1) the receptor binding assay only cleared from the animal’s system before death so that there
measures unactivated receptors; (2) total cellular GR levels would be no confusion between changes in receptor
are measured in the cytosol of adrenalectomized rats; and activation and changes in receptor protein expression. Such
(3) there is no upregulation of GR protein levels with receptor binding based studies have several limitations.
overnight adrenalectomy. The results of the studies in this First, some upregulation of GR may occur between the
paper suggest that for the most part these assumptions are time of adrenalectomy and death, and this receptor upregu-
valid. Acute increases in corticosterone causes a decrease lation may vary across treatment groups. Although in this
in GR receptor binding levels and this is due to both the study we observed very little upregulation of GR within 18
extensive loss of activated receptors from the cytosolic h after adrenalectomy, there may be other conditions in
tissue fraction and the inability of any residual activated which GR exhibits a greater rate of upregulation. Eldredge
receptors in the cytosol to participate in the ex-vivo et al. [14] found a diminished degree of GR upregulation,
receptor binding assay. Thus, the first assumption appears as measured by receptor binding, after adrenalectomy in
to be well supported. We have some evidence that the aged rats compared to young rats. Although that study only
second assumption may not be completely accurate. When examined GR upregulation subsequent to 24 h of ad-
examining GR levels in the nuclear extract from adrenalec- renalectomy, it illustrates the point that the rate or extent of
tomized rats we observed some low level GR-immuno- GR upregulation can vary between different comparison
reactivity, especially in the hippocampus. Thus, some GR groups. Secondly, receptor binding studies do not allow for
may be present in the nuclear fraction of tissue prepared study of short-term changes in GR. Typically for receptor
from adrenalectomized rats. Consequently the receptor binding studies animals are adrenalectomized 16–24 h
binding assay may somewhat underestimate total cellular prior to death in order to allow for complete clearance of
GR levels. The third assumption appears to be well endogenous glucocorticoids. Although we didn’t observe a
supported by our present studies. Neither the receptor decrease in whole-cell GR protein levels 2 h after bolus
binding assay or the western blot procedure detected a injection of corticosterone, there is the prospect that GR
significant increase in cytosolic GR within 18 h of may downregulate in less than 16 h after either exogenous
adrenalectomy compared to adrenal-intact rats. It is im- corticosterone treatment or some other manipulation. In
portant to note that for these studies the adrenal-intact rats various cell lines a substantial (50%) and fairly rapid
were killed under no-stress conditions at the trough of their (5–12 h) downregulation of GR after agonist treatment has
circadian cycle of corticosterone secretion. Thus, these been observed [3,13,26]. Third, there may be some con-
results not only suggest that there was very little upregula- ditions that produce a downregulation of GR that reverses
tion of GR within 18 h after adrenalectomy, but also that over the course of 16–24 h of subsequent adrenalectomy.
very little GR was occupied and activated by the barely In such cases a treatment-induced downregulation of GR
detectable levels of corticosterone present in adrenal-intact would be undetected.
rats.

There may be some circumstances, however, when there 4.4. Final summary
are not only acute changes in GR activation but also rapid
changes in GR expression level, such as has been noted in Overall, these studies indicate that in vivo changes in
several cell lines (see below). Parallel measure of cytosolic GR protein expression in the rat brain can be effectively
receptor binding and whole-cell GR by western blot is a measured using the western blot procedure. This approach
strategy that we have recently used to insure that changes has substantial advantages over measuring GR expression
in GR receptor binding level reflect changes solely in with receptor binding assays since it does not depend on
receptor activation [11]. prior adrenalectomy and the accompanying confounds.

This study importantly confirms the conclusions drawn
4.3. Determination of chronic corticosterone-induced GR from receptor binding studies indicating that there is no
downregulation upregulation of GR within 18 h after adrenalectomy,

whereas a substantial upregulation occurs by 5 days after
Our results indicate that western blot analysis of GR adrenalectomy. Moreover, this study demonstrates that a

level present in a whole-cell preparation provides a mea- high dose bolus injection of corticosterone does not
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[12] F.S. Dhabhar, A.H. Miller, B.S. McEwen, R.L. Spencer, Differentialproduce a significant downregulation of GR protein levels
activation of adrenal-steroid receptors in neural and immune tissueswithin 2 h. In addition, this study helps to cross validate
of Sprague Dawley, Fischer 344 and Lewis Rats, J. Neuroimmunol-

the ability of receptor binding studies to estimate relative ogy 56 (1995) 77–90.
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up-regulation of type II corticosteroid receptors in hippocampus ofregulatory effects that glucocorticoids have on brain
aged rats, Brain Res. 478 (1989) 248–256.
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